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Essentials of Fire Fighting
In his new book Step Up and Lead, Frank
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Viscuso--author, speaker, and career deputy
chief--shares the secrets of effective fire service
leadership, introduces the traits and skills essential
for successful fire service leaders, and discusses the
importance of customer service. Designed to help you
reach the top of your profession, this new book is
considered must-read material for anyone who is
ready to step up and lead!

Fire Fighter I and II
Understanding and Implementing the 16
Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives
Thoroughly updated and enhanced by new print and
electronic ancillaries, this full-color text provides
accurate, practical information and instruction on
phlebotomy procedures with a comprehensive
background in theory and principles. Reflecting
current CLSI guidelines, NAACLS competencies, and
federal regulations, this Fourth Edition includes
updated information on safety issues and equipment,
laboratory information systems and instrumentation,
legal issues, and diagnostic tests. This edition also
includes caution notes identifying dangerous
practices and problem areas. An accompanying CDROM includes clinical procedures videos, animations,
electronic flashcards, and a glossary with audio
pronunciations. Other ancillaries include a new
companion Workbook, an Instructor's Resource CDROM, and online resources at thePoint.
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Fire Officer
This textbook matches the course outline and
objectives identified by the National Fire Academy's
Fire and Emergency Services Higher Education
(FESHE) committee for the Building Construction for
Fire Protection core course. This new 3rd edition
provides the reader with basic instruction about how
buildings are designed and constructed and how this
relates to emergency operations. In addition to basic
construction principles, a new emphasis is placed on
firefighter safety, newer types of construction that
may be difficult to identify, and green construction
principles. This edition is illustrated with new
drawings and photos, case histories that emphasize
real-life safety principles, key terms, and review
questions. Fire inspectors, preincident planners,
fireground commanders, investigators, and
firefighters will all find useful and valuable
information in this new edition.

Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator
Handbook
Reflecting the 2010 Emergency Cardiovascular Care
guidelines, Mosby's Paramedic Textbook, 4th Edition
provides a comprehensive learning tool for both firsttime and refresher paramedic students. Coverage
includes an overview of key subjects such as
pharmacology, airway management, medical
disorders, patient assessment, and trauma. ALS
patient care skills are presented step by step, both in
the book and in online video clips. New to this edition
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are nine new chapters, many new topics, and 150
new photos. Written by paramedic expert Mick
Sanders, Mosby's Paramedic Textbook follows the
National EMS Education Standards and offers
complete coverage of the National Standard
Curriculum (NSC) for the EMT-Paramedic. More than
1,000 illustrations -- including 150 that are NEW -accurately present different techniques and skills.
Chapter openers, objectives and key terms set the
stage for learning. Advanced Life Support (ALS) skills
are presented step by step and in full color. Critical
thinking questions help in understanding concepts
and in applying them to patient care. A summary and
a list of references in each chapter make review
easier. A herbal appendix in the pharmacology
chapter provides access to herbal content. Drug
monographs on the Evolve companion website
include Mosby's Essential Drugs, with instant access
to comprehensive, up-to-date information on the
medications that are administered by paramedics as
well as those most commonly prescribed to patients.
NEW! Nine new chapters and thoroughly updated
content align the text with the new National EMS
Education Standards and reflect the 2010 ECC
(Emergency Cardiovascular Care) guidelines. NEW
topics include coronary bypass, endocarditis, adult IO
infusion, bird flu, new fluid resuscitation guidelines for
trauma patients, drugs of abuse (Vicodin, Oxycontin),
prediabetes, and management of hypothermia and
drowning. NEW Show Me the Evidence boxes show
the value and impact of evidence-based research.
NEW Did You Know? boxes supplement chapter
content with interesting and relevant information.
NEW Look Again feature includes cross-references
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and specific page numbers for easy review of
information that was covered in earlier chapters. NEW
farm considerations in the Trauma section enhance
rural practice with the kinematics of farm machinery
incidents. Additional Critical Thinking boxes
encourage the application of critical thinking skills to
"real-life" EMS. Additional cultural considerations
enhance your ability to deal with the issues of
multicultural patients. NEW Advanced Practice
Procedures in Critical Care appendix provides an
overview of specialty procedures for paramedics who
work in critical care settings. Revised and updated
Emergency Drug Index reflects the new 2010 ECC
guidelines with coverage of more than 75 emergency
drugs, their dose and administration, onset and
duration, indications and contraindications, adverse
reactions, and special considerations.

Fire and Emergency Services Safety
Officer
Hazardous Materials Technician
Essentials of Fire Fighting
Since the first edition of Essentials of Firefighting was
published in 1978, more than 2 million firefighters
have used the manual for training. Because so many
successful firefighters have trained from this manual
over three decades, Essentials of Fire Fighting is often
referred to as "the bible" of basic firefighter skills. In
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addition, the information in Essentials is commonly
accepted as the standard for fire fighting knowledge
in North America. This 5th edition is a completely new
revision and includes all the information needed to
meet the fire fighting requirements for National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA®) 1001, Standard for
Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications (2008 edition),
Fire Fighter Levels I and II. All photographs and
illustrations are in full color. This manual includes
instructional tools such as learning objectives, key
terms, case histories, and review questions in each
chapter to enhance a student's understanding. To
help students with psychomotor learning, skill sheets
depicting firefighter skills are included in most
chapters. These feature step-by-step photographs and
instructions for completing each skill. Each manual
also includes a bonus CD-ROM that provides
additional learning materials, case studies,
animations, and learning activities.

Exam Prep
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) And
The International Association Of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) Are
Pleased To Bring You The Second Edition Of Fire
Officer: Principles And Practice, A Modern Integrated
Teaching And Learning System For The Fire Officer I
And II Levels. Fire Officers Need To Know How To
Make The Transition From Fire Fighter To Leader. Fire
Officer: Principles And Practice, Second Edition Is
Designed To Help Fire Fighters Make A Smooth
Transition To Fire Officer. Covering The Entire Scope
Of NFPA 1021, Standard For Fire Officer Professional
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Qualifications, 2009 Edition, Fire Officer Combines
Current Content With Dynamic Features And
Interactive Technology To Better Support Instructors
And Help Prepare Future Fire Officers For Any
Situation That May Arise. Safety Is Principle! The
Second Edition Features A Laser-Like Focus On Fire
Fighter Safety. Reducing Fire Fighter Injuries And
Deaths Requires The Dedicated Efforts Of Every Fire
Fighter, Fire Officer, Fire Department, And The Entire
Fire Community Working Together. It Is With This Goal
In Mind That We Have Integrated The 16 Firefighter
Life Safety Initiatives Developed By The National
Fallen Firefighters Foundation Into The Text. Likewise,
In Each Of The Chapters, Actual National Fire Fighter
Near-Miss Reporting System Cases Are Discussed To
Drive Home Safety And The Lessons Learned From
Those Incidents. Some Of The Guiding Principles
Added To The New Edition Include: •Description Of
The “Everybody Goes Home” And The National Fire
Fighter Near-Miss Reporting System, Including Over A
Dozen Company Officer Near-Miss Examples
Throughout The Text. •Description Of The IAFC/IAFF
Firefighter Safety And Deployment Study. •The Latest
Fire Fighter Death And Injury Issues As Reported By
The NFPA? National Fallen Firefighters Foundation,
IAFC, And IAFF, Including Results Of A Thirty-Year
Retrospective Study. •Changes In Fire-Ground
Accountability And Rapid Intervention Practices.
•Results Of National Institute Of Standards And
Technology Research On Wind-Driven Fires, Thermal
Imaging Cameras, And Fire Dynamics As Related To
Fire Fighter Survival. •The Latest Developments In
Crew Resource Management. The Second Edition Also
Reflects The Latest Developments In: •Building A
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Personal Development Plan Through Education,
Training, Self-Development, And Experience, Including
A Description Of The Fire And Emergency Services
Higher Education (FESHE) Program. •The Impact Of
Blogs, Video Sharing, And Social Networks. •How To
Budget For A Grant. •Changes In The National
Response Framework And National Incident
Management System. Additional Items Related To Fire
Fighter Safety And Health Are Included.

EMT Crash Course with Online Practice
Test, 2nd Edition
Crew Resource Management: Principles and Practice
shows emergency response leaders how to implement
CRM skills in their fire stations, in their ambulances, in
their police vehicles, and on the emergency scene.
The key features of this program include: Case
Studies Engaging and thought-provoking case studies
help the reader to plan responses to wide-ranging
emergencies. These scenarios provide the reader with
an opportunity to see how CRM applies to the real
world. Ready for ReviewHighlights critical information
to take away from the chapter in a bulleted format.
Vital VocabularyKey terms and definitions are
highlighted throughout the text. A complete glossary
of chapter terms appears in the Wrap Up section at
the end of the chapter

Fundamentals of Fire Fighter Skills
At head of title: International Association of Fire
Chiefs.
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Truck Company Operations
Exam Prep: Fire Instructor I & II is designed to prepare
you to sit for a Fire Instructor I & II certification,
promotion, or training examination by including the
same type of multiple-choice questions you are likely
to encounter. The manual follows the Systematic
Approach to Examination Preparation, developed by
Performance Training Systems, Inc., to help improve
examination scores. The practice examinations were
written by fire and emergency service personnel and
the content was validated through current reference
materials and technical review committees. Your
exam performance will improve after using this
system.

Contemporary Nutrition
Firefighting--Basic Skills and Techniques is a
comprehensive text that reflects the diversity of the
firefighter's activities and provides the background
needed for effective functioning as a member of the
fire team. The text provides clear, easyto-\understand content, ranging from the physics of
combustion to the specific procedures required in
hazardous materials incidents.

2004 emergency response guidebook
This new IFSTA manual details the training required of
Company Officers according to NFPA® 1021,
Standard for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications,
2014 Edition. The manual is divided into two sections
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to make a clear distinction between the information
needed for Fire Officer Level I and Fire Officer Level II.
Both print and eBook formats are available. There is
no shortage of issues that a company officer might
face in the everyday operation of a fire company or
unit. This manual addresses the wide range of topics
and issues encountered by a company officer, from
leadership and supervision to health and safety
issues. Great attention was given to focus on the job
performance requirements of NFPA® 1021. The fifth
edition of Fire and Emergency Services Company
Officer builds on the previous edition of the manual
while presenting the material in a more concise
manner to make it easier for students to read and
instructors to teach. By merging related topics, the
number of chapters was reduced from 32 in the fourth
edition to 17 in the new manual while preserving the
material related to the NFPA® standard. The number
of appendices was reduced from 20 to 4 by removing
information that can be found in other media. Along
with reducing the volume of material from the fourth
edition, the fifth edition of Fire and Emergency
Services Company Officer offers several new features.
The manual features a new look with IFSTA’s singlecolumn format and upgraded and updated curriculum
components. Learning activities are included to help
instructors present the material to their students.
Case Histories open each chapter to illustrate
important lessons learned in the real world.
Photographs, illustrations, and tables are included
throughout the manual to illustrate key points and
improve the overall instructional value of the
material.
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Company Officer
Exam Prep for Essentials of Firefighting
Prehospital Emergency Care , Tenth Edition, meets
the National EMS Education Standards and is the most
complete resource for EMT-B training. This bestselling, student-friendly book contains clear, step-bystep explanations with comprehensive, stimulating,
and challenging material that prepares users for real
on-the-job situations. Featuring case studies, state-ofthe-art scans, algorithms, protocols, and the inclusion
of areas above and beyond the DOT protocols, the
tenth edition effectively prepares students for
success. The assessment and emergency care
sections provide the most up-to-date strategies for
providing competent care; and the enrichment
sections further enhance students' ability to assess
and manage ill and injured patients in prehospital
environments. The text's table of contents is
organized to follow the National EMS Educational
Standards.

Exam Prep: Hazardous Materials
Awareness and Operations
Fire Protection Systems
Guaranteed Top Scores on Your Firefighter's Exam!
Want to be a firefighter? Do you know what is
involved in taking the exam? Don't take a chance at
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failing a test you could ace--learn from the expert,
Norman Hall. For more than a decade, Norman Hall's
Firefighter Exam Preparation Book has been the #1
test preparation book for prospective firefighters.
Back by popular demand, Norman Hall has completely
updated and revised this hugely successful book for
this second edition, presenting new tips and timetested methods for attaining the highest scores.
Practice your skills using features such as tips on how
to pass the physical requirements, practice exams
with answer keys, memory aids to help you master
the recall test, tables for self-scoring, insights on what
a career in firefighting entails, and a discussion of the
final interview. Use Norman Hall's Firefighter Exam
Preparation Book, 2nd Edition to study hard and score
at the top!

Phlebotomy Essentials
FSTA NEW Editions Streamline Driver/Operator
Training The new editions of these bestselling IFSTA
fire apparatus driver/operator training materials mark
a new approach to training driver/operators.
Previously, IFSTA published two separate manuals
with student and instructor support materials:
Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook and
Aerial Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook. Fire
departments with both types of apparatus needed
two manuals, two curriculum and driver/operator
trainees needed two exam preps to study for tests.
The release of the 3rd edition of these manuals
streamlines the IFSTA training resources. The
Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd
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Edition covers pumping apparatus only, the second
book in the pair, Pumping and Aerial Apparatus
Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd Editioncontains the
same 15 chapters as the pumping apparatus
textbook, plus an additional 5 chapters relevant to
aerial apparatus. Personnel on departments that
operate both types of apparatus now only need one
manual and one curriculum for training. Students only
need one exam prep to prepare for testing. If a fire
department does not use aerial apparatus, they use
the Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook,
3rd Edition and omit the aerial sections of the
curriculum and exam prep which include all 20
chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 are especially beneficial
for all driver/operators: Inspection and Maintenance
and Safety and Operating Emergency Vehicles.
Pumping Apparatus Driver/Operator Handbook, 3rd
edition Skill Sheets now included in the manual Key
Terms added The new Fire Apparatus Manufacturer's
Association (FAMA) standardized safety signs for fire
apparatus are highlighted Hydraulic calculations
presented in a logical sequence making teaching and
learning easier Customary and metric calculations in
one chapter NEW case histories introduce each
chapter NFPA® 1002 JPR Correlation Matrix Arabic
edition of Pumping Apparatus Driver/ Operator
Handbook, 3rd Edition now available.
Visithttp://www.afssac.edu.sa/arhome/arabic.pado for
ordering instructions.

Fire Inspection and Code Enforcement
The Second Edition of Exam Prep: Hazardous
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Materials Awareness and Operations is designed to
thoroughly prepare you for a Hazardous Materials
certification, promotion, or training examination by
including the same type of multiple-choice questions
you are likely to encounter on the actual exam. To
help improve examination scores, this preparation
guide follows Performance Training Systems, Inc.'s
Systematic Approach to Examination Preparation.
Exam Prep: Hazardous Materials Awareness and
Operations is written by fire personnel explicitly for
fire personnel, and all content has been verified with
the latest reference materials and by a technical
review committee. Your exam performance will
improve after using this system!

Student Workbook for Essentials of
Firefighting
Prepares you for the Fire Inspector I & II certification,
promotion, or training examination. Your exam
performance will imporve after using this system!

Crew Resource Management
Norman Hall's Firefighter Exam
Preparation Book
"Apply the 2014 NFPA 1021 Standard to ensure fire
officers are ready to take command! New
technologies, operating procedures, information
management strategies, and many other factors
impact today's fire service leaders. Fire officers must
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be prepared to address multiple challenges on the
fireground, at the station, and in the community.
Make sure personnel are ready to take command with
up-to-date Job Performance Requirements (JPRs) in
the 2014 NFPA 1021: Standard for Fire Officer
Professional Qualifications. NFPA 1021 specifically
identifies four levels of progression: Fire Officer Level
I (supervisory); Fire Officer Level II (supervisory and
managerial); Fire Officer Level III
(managerial/administrative); Fire Officer Level IV
(administrative)." -- provided by publisher.

Brannigan's Building Construction for the
Fire Service
Nfpa 1021
John Norman has updated his best-selling book, a
guide for the firefighter and fire officer who, having
learned the basic mechanics of the trade, are looking
for specific methods for handling specific situations. In
this new fourth edition, readers will find a new
chapter on lightweight construction, a new chapter on
electrical fires and emergencies, updates to many
chapters including such topics as wind-driven fires,
and many new illustrations.

Step Up and Lead
Operations Management For Mbas, 3Rd
Ed
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The Second Edition Of Exam Prep: Fire Fighter I & II Is
Designed To Thoroughly Prepare You For A Fire
Fighter I Or II Certification, Promotion, Or Training
Examination By Including The Same Type Of MultipleChoice Questions You Are Likely To Encounter On The
Actual Exam. To Help Improve Examination Scores,
This Preparation Guide Follows Performance Training
Systems, Inc.'S Systematic Approach To Examination
Preparation. Exam Prep: Fire Fighter I & II Is Written
By Fire Personnel Explicitly For Fire Personnel, And All
Content Has Been Verified With The Latest Reference
Materials And By A Technical Review Committee. Your
Exam Performance Will Improve After Using This
System!

Fire and Emergency Services Company
Officer
Formerly known as the Study Guide, the Exam Prep
provides a self-study student resource for certification
level Firefigher I & II. The review materials are color
coded and divided into certification levels I & II. Page
references to the Essentials of Fire Fighting text are
provided to assist with review and remediation.

Prehospital Emergency Care
Designed to compliment classroom instruction to help
the student remediation on key concepts and learning
objectives. The workbook contains a variety of
question types, including: multiple choice, matching,
true/false, fill in the blank, and picture identification.
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Firefighting
Based on the 2009 Edition of NFPA 1021, STANDARD
FOR FIRE OFFICER PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS,
the third edition of Company Officer provides vital
information for those who seek certification as Fire
Officer I or II. Learning objectives in this new edition
were validated by a committee of experts from the
field to ensure that the content meets the intent of
the Standard and highlights contents for each of
these two officer levels. Content was thoroughly
reviewed and updated to reflect new technology,
practices, and terminology to remain current in the
field as well as to focus on issues critical to the fire
officer today budgeting, labor management, legal
implications of actions, and more. In the tradition of
previous editions, Company Officer, Third Edition
continues to provide valuable insight and advice for
aspiring and current fire officers alike. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Building Construction Related to the Fire
Service
MBAs in the workforce today are facing issues in such
areas as supply chain management, the balanced
scorecard, and yield management. This informative
book arms them with a much-needed introduction to
operations management and explains how to deal
with the challenges in these areas. It guides them
through all the basics including core competency,
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mass customization, benchmarking, business process
design, and enterprise resource planning (ERP). All
the while, it emphasizes the critical role that
operations management will play in all the career
paths that they choose.· The Nature of Operations·
Strategy, Operations, and Global Competitiveness·
Process Planning and Design· Six Sigma for Process
and Quality Improvement· Capacity and Location
Planning· Schedule Management· Supply Chain
Management· Supplement. The Beer Game· Inventory
Management· Enterprise Resource Planning· Lean
Management· Project Management

Mosby's Paramedic Textbook
Information in this manual is intended to meet the
requirements of the 2015 edition of NFPA® 1003,
Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional
Qualifications. Additional material addresses the
airport fire fighting apparatus covered in Chapter 9 of
the 2014 edition of NFPA® 1002, Standard on Fire
Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications.
Key parts of NFPA® 402, Guide for Aircraft Rescue
and Fire-Fighting Operations (2013 edition), and
NFPA® 403, Standard for Aircraft Rescue and FireFighting Services at Airports (2014 edition), are also
covered in this manual. Other materials included in
this manual are those subjects included in the training
requirements of Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs)
139.315, 139.317, and 139.319.

Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting
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In addition to architects, engineers, and design
professionals, fire fighters also need to understand
fire protection systems in order to manage the fire
scene and minimize risks to life and property. Fire
Protection Systems, Second Edition provides a
comprehensive overview of the various types of fire
protection systems, their operational abilities and
characteristics, and their applications within various
types of structures. The new Second Edition meets
the latest course objectives from the Fire and
Emergency Services Higher Education s (FESHE) Fire
Protection Systems model curriculum and covers:
Water supply basics, including sources, distribution
networks, piping, and hydrants. Active fire protection
systems and components, their operational
characteristics, and installation, inspection, testing,
and maintenance requirements. Passive fire
protection systems such as firewalls, fire separation
assemblies, and fire dampers Smoke control and
management systems, gas-based suppression, access
and egress control systems, and the code
requirements for installation of these systems. Ensure
that you are completely up-to-date on the latest fire
protection systems and their operational
characteristics and abilities with Fire Protection
Systems, Second Edition."

Fire Fighter I and II
Brannigan’s Building Construction for the Fire Service,
Fourth Edition is a must read for fire fighters,
prospective fire fighters, and fire science students.
This edition continues the Brannigan tradition of using
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plain language to describe technical information
about different building types and their unique
hazards. This text ensures that critical fire fighting
information is easy-to-understand and gives valuable
experience to fire fighters before stepping onto the
fireground. The first edition of Building Construction
for the Fire Service was published in 1971. Frank
Brannigan was compelled to write the most
comprehensive building construction text for the fire
service so that he could save fire fighters’ lives. His
passion for detail and extensive practical experience
helped him to develop the most popular text on the
market. His motto of: “Know your buildings,” informs
every aspect of this new edition of the text. Listen to
a Podcast with Brannigan's Building Construction for
the Fire Service, Fourth Edition co-author Glenn
Corbett to learn more about this training program!
Glenn discusses his relationship with the late Frank
Brannigan, the dangers of heavy construction timber,
occupancy specific hazards, and other areas of
emphasis within the Fourth Edition. To listen now,
visit: http://d2jw81rkebrcvk.cloudfront.net/assets.mult
imedia/audio/Building_Construction.mp3.

Essentials of Fire Fighting
This basic, no-nonsense book is a necessity for all
firefighters assigned to the truck, as well as members
of fire departments who perform the numerous
responsibilities of the truck on the fireground.
Throughout the book, training tips are included to
help you perform the various operations efficiently
and effectively. Includes a study guide.
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Fire Service Hydraulics and Water Supply
Make sure that you have the training and certification
needed to provide the best risk reduction to your
community. Reducing community risk requires trained
individuals to verify that a locality adheres to locally
adopted fire and life-safety standards for structural
safety components in construction and renovations.
Fire Inspection and Code Enforcement, 8th Edition,
provides fire and emergency services personnel and
civilian inspectors with the basic information
necessary to meet the job performance requirements
(JPRs) of NFPA® 1031 for Level I and Level II Fire
Inspectors. Chapters are delineated with two clearly
marked sections: the first section for Level I
information followed by a second section for Level II
information. Arabic edition of Arabic edition of Fire
Inspection and code Enforcement Handbook, 8th
Edition now available.
Visithttp://www.afssac.edu.sa/arhome/FICE-8-AR for
ordering instructions.

Firefighter's Handbook on Wildland
Firefighting
This textbook was developed as a joint project
between the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation
(NFFF) and Fire Protection Publications. It provides a
detailed overview and implementation strategies for
the 16 Fire Fighter Life Safety Initiatives that were
developed by the NFFF at their landmark summit in
2004. Each of the chapters was written by a different
highly-respected fire service subject matter expert on
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that topic. This text provides the information
necessary to meet the FESHE courses Principles of
Fire and Emergency Services Safety and Survival
(associate degree level) and Advanced Principles in
Fire and Emergency Services Safety and Survival
(bachelor degree level).

Fire Instructor I and II
REA's EMT Crash Course® is the only book of its kind
for the last-minute studier or any prospective
Emergency Medical Technician who wants a quick
refresher before taking the NREMT Certification Exam.
Targeted, Focused Review - Study Only What You
Need to Know Written by an EMS Program Director
and NREMT paramedic with 30 years of experience,
EMT Crash Course® relies on the author's careful
analysis of the exam's content and actual test
questions. It covers only the information tested on the
exam, so you can make the most of your valuable
study time. Our fully indexed targeted review covers
all the official test categories including airway,
ventilation, oxygenation, trauma, cardiology, medical,
and EMS operations and is packed with practice
questions and answers at the end of each chapter.
Also included are tips and insights on résumé
building, information on finding additional training
opportunities, and more. Expert Test-taking Strategies
Our experienced EMT author explains the structure of
the NREMT Certification Exam, so you know what to
expect on test day. He also shares detailed questionlevel strategies and shows you the best way to
answer questions. By following our expert tips and
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advice, you can score higher on every section of the
exam. Must-know Key Terms Knowing the right
medical terminology can make a real difference in
your test score. That's why we cover more than 400
EMT terms you need to know before you take your
exam. Full-length Online Practice Exam The book
comes with a true-to-format online practice test with
diagnostic feedback, topic-level scoring, and detailed
answer explanations to help students gauge their testreadiness. No matter how or when you prepare for the
EMT exam, REA's EMT Crash Course® will show you
how to study efficiently and strategically, so you can
get a great score!--

Fire Officer's Handbook of Tactics
This text deals with the basics of wildland and forest
firefighting. It has been totally revised and is now in
full color.

Exam Prep
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